L5935  LIVING WITH UNCLE RAY  (USA, 2006)

Credits: directors, Gene Duffy, Jennifer Corinna; writer, Gene Duffy.
Cast: Gene Duffy, Frank Payne, Steven Christopher Parker, Kipleigh Brown.
Summary: Comedy/melodrama set in the U.S. in 1983. Ray Hewitt (Duffy) is a mentally-stressed Vietnam vet who comes to live with his sister and her three children seeking some suburban peace. He quickly takes over the family TV and spends the day watching the news. His niece and nephews are intimidated at first, but show rising resentment when their usual after school viewing is preempted. The obnoxious junk collecting next door neighbors further add to Ray’s upset. When Ray’s two forgotten sons from Vietnam show up, his PTSD re-emerges and he has to return to the VA hospital.

No known reviews. Citation from the Internet Movie Database and the official film web site viewed May 2006 http://www.livingwithuncleray.com/
c2006 J.K.M. Enterprises